Unique Impacts of Methionine Oxidation, Tryptophan Oxidation, and Asparagine Deamidation on Antibody Stability and Aggregation.
Monoclonal antibodies are attractive therapeutic agents because of their impressive biological activities and favorable biophysical properties. Nevertheless, antibodies are susceptible to various types of chemical modifications, and the impact of such modifications on antibody physical stability and aggregation remains understudied. Here, we report a systematic analysis of the impact of methionine oxidation, tryptophan oxidation, and asparagine deamidation on antibody conformational and colloidal stability, hydrophobicity, solubility, and aggregation. Interestingly, we find little correlation between the impact of these chemical modifications on antibody conformational stability and aggregation. Methionine oxidation leads to significant reductions in antibody conformational stability while having little impact on antibody aggregation except at extreme conditions (low pH and elevated temperature). Conversely, tryptophan oxidation and asparagine deamidation have little impact on antibody conformational stability while promoting aggregation at a wide range of solution conditions, and the aggregation mechanisms appear linked to unique types of reducible and nonreducible covalent crosslinks and, in some cases, to increased levels of attractive colloidal interactions. These findings highlight that even related types of chemical modifications can lead to dissimilar antibody aggregation mechanisms, and evaluating these findings for additional antibodies will be important for improving the systematic generation of antibodies with high chemical and physical stability.